
Anglo-Saxon Period
Old English

449-1066

 Celtic Tribes exclusively lived in what is now England prior to 449
 Other Countries did not want to invade due to Celts' warlike nature
 Around 100 B.C. Rome invaded and tamed the Celts, named the island “Brittania”
 Around 449 the Romans left,  as their Empire was getting too big to control and the need to  

downsize was felt
 With the Romans gone, Angles and Saxons from the Scandinavian countries (Northern Germany, 

Denmark, Sweden, Norway) moved in and took over
 Many Celts left what is now England and moved into Scotland, Wales and Ireland
 Due to  the  absence  of  Celts,  Anglo-Saxon culture  fluorished.  The  part  of  Brittania  that  the 

Anglos and Saxons took over became known as Angle-Land (later shortened to “England.”)
 The  Anglo-Saxon  language  becomes  the  first  form of  English.  We now refer  to  it  as  “Old 

English.” It sounds much more like modern-day German than Modern-day English.
 Literature is passed down verbally. The most famous Old English poem is “Beowulf,” the story 

of a hero who kills a dragon. Translations of it into contemporary English are common, and it is  
studied today in most British and American schools.



Medieval Period
Middle English

1066-1500

 In 1066, St. Edward the Confessor, King of the English, dies without any children (St. Edward's 
High School is named after him).

 The English decide to give the throne to a distant relative named Harold, who becomes King 
Harold.

 This angers the Edward's cousin in France, William, the Duke of Normandy, who, is a cousin, 
and is a closer relative than Harold. He demands to be made King of England and he is told “no.”

 William raises an army of Frenchman from his duchy of Normandy, and they invade England 
(they  are  known  as  the  Normandy  Invaders  –  which  is  the  nickname  for  the  teams  from 
Normandy High School in Parma).

 William and the Normandy Invaders defeat the English at the Battle of Hastings. King Harold is 
killed, William becomes King William I. He is also know as “William the Conqueror.”

 At this point, French becomes the official language of England. It is used in the governmental 
system, the courts, and by Norman merchants who move to England, so people have to learn it.

 The English picked up fairly well on French vocabulary, but had a tougher time with grammar, 
and did not really learn it well. As a result, they were speaking French vocabulary with German 
grammar. This is still the makeup of the English we speak today, as more than 50 percent of  
our vocabulary is French, and our grammar is Germanic.

 If you were to hear Middle English today, you would be able to understand some of it, even 
though the words were pronounced as the French would pronounce them.

 Some  of  the  French  words  that  we  took:  Table,  brown,  garage,  mansion,  song,  saint, 
appointment, bureau, blue, chant, liberty, orange, blouse, robe, cat.



Renaissance/ Enlightenment Period
Modern English

1500-1800

 NOT modern as we may think of modern (meaning “now” or “up to date.”) “Modern” is just the 
name we give it.

 Also described as being “Elizabethan” or “Shakespearean,” as it was the type of English spoken 
by Queen Elizabeth I and Shakespeare.

 French  pronunciations  of  words  taken  from  French  start  to  change.  These  words  are  now 
pronounced more or less the way we pronounce them today. For example, the French “tah-bluh” 
becomes the English “tay-bull.”

 The period is best identified by its use of the second declension of many personal pronouns. This 
is what is meant by that:

First Declension Second Declension

You Thou, Thee

Me Thy

Mine Thine

Your Thine

 The period also featured certain verb forms that could only be used with the second declension of 
the personal pronoun. Here is an example:

Why are you happy?
BECOMES
Why art thou happy?

Where is your house?
BECOMES
Where art thine house?

 There was no specific rule as to when to use the second declension of the personal pronoun and 
when not to use it. However, many people reserved it for formal situations in which they were 
speaking to people they did not know well (much as is the case with Spanish and French today).

 Even today, many translations of the Bible retain the second declension because it is thought of 
as more formal and authoritative.



Contemporary Period
Contemporary English

1800-present

 Largely identified by the loss of the second declension of personal pronouns (“thee,” “thy”), and 
the verb forms that are used with them (“sittest,” “sitteth”).

 The language expands due to the influence of lingua francas.

Lingua Franca – a language used in common by a group of people around the world who have a 
common interest or are involved in a common business or area of study.

Lingua Franca Area of Interest Words

French Diplomacy Ambassador, dossier

Italian Music Alto, soprano, baritone, coda

English International Business Internet, telephone

Latin Medicine Cancer, trachea, corpse

Latin Law Fugitive, pro bono

Latin Roman Catholic Church Sanctimonious, culpable

Greek Education Philosophy, theology

Greek Science Biology, geology, chemical

Portuguese Sailing/Shipping Albacore, breeze, tank

 The effects of Latin and Greek on English are huge,  as Latin and Greek words are used as 
prefixes and suffixes in English. For example:

Re (Latin for “to do over”) used this way: remake, redo, reetake.
Multi (Latin for “many”) used this way: multifaceted, multitalented, multiuse
Sup (Latin for “above”) used this way: Superman, superhuman
Sub (Latin for “below”) used this way: subhuman, subzero
Polis (Greek for “City”) used this way: Indianapolis, Minneapolis, Annapolis
Metro (Greek for “area”) used this way: metropolis, metropolitan
Pan (Greek for “all”) used this way: Pan-American, Pan-Asian


